SPECIAL SECOND 4CHAN MAHJONG SOUL TEAM
INVITATIONAL SHOWDOWN
Hags vs Cats vs Hats vs Whales
TOURNEY LOBBY: 672380
Sunday, 17th of November 2019 Starting at 16:00 UTC
TEAM ROSTERS BELOW

Basic information about the tourney and registration process:

1. This is not a standard tournament - it is going to be the sequel of the
feature match that took place at the end of August. If anyone here watched
first season of Saki anime, then you know the drill, for everyone else I’ll
explain the rules.
2. Four teams representing four stereotypes of MJS players will assemble five
members each, and assign them roles: Vanguard, Sergeant, Lieutenant, Vice
Captain and Captain (representing playing order, from 1st to 5th).

3. Each team starts with 100000 points, and this amount does not refill in
between matches - result is carried over to the next game. This means you
will probably have to clean after your teammates blunders (or get all your
hard earned points wasted by a player following you).
4. Since this tourney is going to be played for lulz, PLAYERS ARE GOING TO
BE ABLE TO PLAY AFTER GOING DOWN TO NEGATIVES (to avoid unlikely
scenario of terminating the tourney during 3rd hanchan, but remember humiliation will stay).
5. Rules are going to stay standard - kuitan and akadora ari. For the first four
matches there will be additional rule - winning the hand as orasu will not
finish the hanchan, game will continue until 4th south round finishes. This
will not be the case in the last match.
6. Make it known once and for all which girl has the best grasp on the flow (or
statistics, whatever floats your boat).
7. Main way of communication will be as always the channel #yakuman/v/irgins
on irc.rizon.net - https://rizon.net/chat use this if you don’t use standalone
IRC client.
8. After each match there will be a 10 minute recess, during which I am going
to prepare stuff for the next match. Since each hanchan will take +- 45
minutes, I’d like for you guys be prepared for your turn at every full hour
(16:00 for 1st match, 17:00 for 2nd etc.)
9. Tournament is going to be showcased and commentated on the usual
streaming platform, link is going to be posted on IRC and the thread before
and during the matches.
10. If you wish to co-commentate the match with me, then select required
option in registration form. Remember that you cannot co-commentate your
own matches. We will discuss the details over IRC.
11. In registration form, select which time slots for matches suit you the best.
This will be the main determinant of your position in a team.
12. Team rosters will be published on the 11th of November in this document.
You will have a week to prepare all the necessary OC’s listed below.
13. Selection into the team will be based on performance in qualification
matches which will take place on the 10th of November.
14. If you have any questions, leave it in the thread or on IRC, and I’ll answer at
my nearest convenience.

OFFICIAL TEAM ROSTERS
Qualifiers results:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1629tUJ5BixXWwxabJRc_iB785RqRYxq
bUd9zUJXB5g0
(playing order is subject to change)

HATS

IRC: #hats

Ktecismo
Fire
Guano
Marisa
Resko
Reserve: Mesuinu, Panclarks

HAGS

IRC: #hags

Bob1444
Kirk
Broutemobile
sand_witch
Cleopatra
Reserve: adriano, AI_Easy

WHALES :DDD
IRC: #whales

adoribus
Rimu
Waifu
Meido
ZZZ
Reserve: Yotsugi, RicardoMilos

CATS

IRC: #nyaggers

名無し
Rising Bob
sjaalman
rigged
UNIVERSE
Reserve: Kress, LbstR

All of the IRC channels are on the irc.rizon.net network.
There is workflowy link in the topic, use it to brainstorm your ideas.
If for some reason you will not be able to participate, then inform me ASAP over
IRC or in the thread.

CO-COMMENTATORS:
Lain, Kress, sjaalman, rigged, LbstR, Cleopatra, RicardoMilos, Yotsugi

After you guys will send me detailed team placement lists, I’ll appoint you
commentating slots that will be right before or after your own match. More info
soon. Max 2 co-commentators per match, so if there is anyone else who would like
to join, there are still slots left.

TO DO LIST FOR EACH TEAM:

If you’d like to see how this looks in action, take a look at whichever match from
this playlist:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFTCycYVFIwxEE4a3VNtgvLv3IbYUvGp2
1. Each player to prepare a small (256x256) picture which will be his avatar
(shown on the stream instead of small portraits of MJS girls). I’d

recommend for it to be non-MJS related, but I will not get in the way if
you’ll insist on it).
2. Each team to prepare sound files: Short ones: Ron, Tsumo, Deal in. Long
ones: Riichi song (up to 3 different), Anthem.
3. One banner/poster representing your team (preferably with something that
will represent each player on it).
4. A triangular in shape section of custom game mat, representing your team
and the best memes. Edit this file (https://i.imgur.com/0yGlmfX.jpg) and
make a cutout (https://i.imgur.com/rDgIeYJ.png) and fill it with whatever
you want. Remember that certain part of triangle is going to be obscured by
point-square in the middle. Resize the base file to 2048x2048 if you need
more space.
5. List stating each player position in the team (from 1st to 5th). Think about
your advantages, weaknesses and time constraints when considering your
team positions.
6. There will be a link in each team irc channel to workflowy site, you can use it
to brainstorm ideas and link me finished things.
7. Every other kind of OC (webms, sound files, posters, meme graphics) will be
showcased during random moments over the course of the tournament. If
you want for something to not be shown, state it beforehand.
I am not forcing anyone to do all of the above, but I think it will be cool and more
fun to watch/participate in. Use workflowy links in the channel topics to
brainstorm your ideas. Initial deadline for all of the above is the 16th of
November, 23:59 UTC.
RESULTS:

WINNER: HAT TEAM, CONGRATS.

